**TUFPL22PH**

Big light in a small package, the Energizer® Hardcase Professional® LED Inspection Light is ready to take on the toughest jobs. Designed to fit easily in a pocket or in the included belt holster, this light is easy to keep at hand. In addition it is water resistant and can withstand a 1-meter drop, making it ideal for even the roughest conditions on the job. Backed by a lifetime warranty, the TUFPL22PH is The Toughest Flashlight You'll Ever Need™.

**DURABLE**
- Survives 1-meter drop test

**WATER RESISTANT**
- Meets IEC 60529 IPX4 standards
- Continues to operate after exposure to splashing water from all directions

**BRIGHT**
- White LED provides 40 lumens of light

**HANDY**
- Easy to use push button switch
- Slim, tapered design fits easily in pockets

**Performance:**
- **Run Time**: Continuous Drain to End of Usable Light (21°C)
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